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ON THE CLOSURE-PRESERVING SUM THEOREM

M. K. SINGAL AND SHASHI PRABHA ARYA

ABSTRACT. The closure-preserving sum theorem holds for a property

9 if the following is satisfied:   "if \F   : a. e il\ is a hereditarily closure-

preserving closed covering of X   such that each  F    possesses the property

9, then X  possesses f".  A general technique for proving this theorem is

developed.  The theorem is shown to hold for a large number of topological

properties.  As an application, three general sum theorems have also been

obtained.

1.  Introduction.   A family u = JAa:  a e fi!  of subsets of a space X  is

said to be hereditarily closure-preserving (to be abbreviated as H-closure-

preserving if every family S = !Ba: a e fi]  such that Ba C Aa for each  a £

fi  is closure-preserving.  Let J   be any topological property.  We say that the

closure-preserving sum theorem (to be abbreviated as CPST) holds for 9   if

the following is satisfied:

"If iFa: a e fi]  is an H-closure-preserving closed covering of X   such

that each F    possesses the property J, then X possesses J ".

The above theorem with "H-closure preserving" replaced by "locally

finite" is known as the locally finite sum theorem.  The locally finite sum

theorem has been of interest to many people since it holds for a large number

of interesting properties.  Many interesting consequences of this theorem

have been noted by the authors in a series of recent papers [11], [12], [13].

It is the purpose of the present note to show that the CPST holds for a large

number of topological properties.   A general technique for proving the CPST

will be obtained.   In particular, it will be shown that the CPST holds for all

those properties which are preserved under disjoint sums and also under

closed continuous maps.  It will also be shown that if the CPST holds for a

property J , then it also holds for the property hereditarily   Y.  As an applica-

tion of the CPST, three general sum theorems will be obtained. When applied

to all those properties for which the CPST holds and which are closed here-

ditary, these theorems offer many new results and many results known al-

ready are improved.
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2.  The closure-preserving sum theorem,

2.1 Theorem.   Let  f be a topological property such that:

(a)  the disjoint sum of spaces possessing the properly f  possesses f;

(h) f   is preserved under closed continuous maps.

Then the CPST holds for the property  f.

Prool.   Let \F  :   a. e fil  be an H-closure-preserving closed covering of

a space X   such that each  F    possesses the property f.  For each a £ fi,

let Ka denote a copy of Fa and let /    be this homeomorphism.  Let X     de-

note the disjoint topological sum of K'as.  Let /:  X   —>   X  be the mapping

defined as follows:   for each  x £ X   , f(x) = f Jx) if x £ Ka.  It is easy to

verify that / is a closed continuous mapping.  In view of hypothesis (a), X

possesses the property f.  Again, / being closed and continuous, X posses-

ses the property f   in view of hypothesis (b), hence, the result.

2.2.  Remark.   We mention below those properties which are preserved

under disjoint sums and are also preserved under closed continuous maps

(some of these are preserved even under quotients):  Normality, perfect nor-

mality, collectionwise  normality [2], complete normality, paracompactness +

Hausdorff property, pointwise paracompactness, subparacompactness [5j, m-

subparacompactness [14], stratifiability [3], [4], semistratifiability [6], the

property of being a normal  T. ff-space [10], local connectedness, local path-

wise connectedness, the properties of being a P-space (that is, every  Gg

set is open), a chain net space [8], a fe-space, a sequential space [7], a

Frechet space, a c-space [9l.

In view of Theorem 2.1 above, the CPST follows for all properties of

topological spaces mentioned above.

2.3 Theorem.    // the CPST holds for a property f, then it also holds

for the property hereditarily f.

Proof.   Let \Fa:  a e fi!  be an H-closure-preserving closed covering of

a space X   such that each  Fa possesses the property f  hereditarily.  Let

A  be any subset of X.  We shall prove that \A O F   :  a £ fil  is H-closure-

preserving relative to A.  Let \Ua:  a £ fil be any family of subsets of A

such that Ua C A n Fa for each a £ fi.

Let fi     be any subset of Q,.  Then

\J\dAUa: a £ Q'}= UM n cl Ua. a e fi'J = A  n (ijlcl Ua: a e fi'j)

= A n cl[Ull/a: a £ fi'l]

i\Ua: a £ fil   being closure-preserving)

= cl4[U{c/a:aefi'!].
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Hence |A n Fa:  a e fi! is an H-closure-preserving closed (relative to A)

covering of A.  Since each  Fa possesses the property 9  hereditarily, there-

fore each A r\ Fa possesses J.  Since CPST holds for !?, therefore A  pos-

sesses 9.  Hence X  possesses the property 9  hereditarily.

2.4.  Remark.   In view of Theorem 2.3 the CPST also holds for the fol-

lowing properties of topological spaces:   Complete collectionwise normality,

hereditarily paracompactness + the Hausdorff property, hereditarily point-

wise paracompactness, hereditarily subparacompactness, hereditarily lll-

subparacompactness, hereditarily local connectedness, hereditarily pathwise

connectedness, the property of being hereditarily a A-space, or hereditarily

a Frechet space, or hereditarily a sequential space, or hereditarily a c=space,

or hereditarily a chain net space.

3.  Applications.   Let It = iAa: a £ fi! be any family of subsets of a

space  X.  We say that Cl  is strongly hereditarily closure-preserving (to be

abbreviated as SH-closure-preserving) if the family iclAa: a £ fi!  is H-

closure-preserving.

Every locally finite family is obviously SH-closure-preserving.

Let J  denote any topological property for which the CPST holds and

which is closed hereditary.

3.1  Theorem.   Let    0 be a o-SH-closure-preserving open covering of a

space X such that  clV possesses the property 9  for each  V £ 0.   Then  X

possesses  J.

Proof.   Let 0= U°liO.  where each 0.  is SH-closure-preserving.  For

each positive integer  i, let V. = UiV: V £ 0. 5.  Then  iclV: V £ D. ! is H-

closure-preserving.  Thus iclV: V £ O.i is an H-closure-preserving closed

covering of clV. , each element of which possesses the property Jr.  Then

clV. possesses 9, since CPST holds for 9.  Now let  Fj = clVj   and, for

i > 2, let F. = cl V. -v. UiV.: i < i ].  If x £ X, there exists a positive inte-

ger j  such that x £ V. .  For each  i > j, V. n F. = 0.  Since  V.  is open, it

follows that  \F. : i - I, 2, . .. \  is locally finite and, hence, H-closure-pre-

serving.  Since ?   is closed hereditary, therefore each  F.   possesses the

property  9.  Thus iF.:   i — 1, 2, ... ]  is an H-closure-preserving closed

covering of X, each element of which possesses the property J.  Since

CPST holds for 9, therefore X must possess 9.

3.2 Corollary.    // 0  is a o-locally finite open covering of a space  X

such that cl B possesses the property 9 for each V £ 0,  then X possesses 9.

3.3 Theorem.   Let X  be a regular space and let 0  be a o-SH-closure-

preserving open covering of X, every element of which possesses 9. If

frontier V  is a-paracompact [l] for each  V £ 0, then X possesses 9.
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Proof.   Since frontier V  is a-paracompact and X  is regular, there exists

a locally finite open (in X)  covering \Ua:  a £ fi!  of frontier V  such that

each  cl Ua is contained in some member of 0.   For each  a £ fi, let W   =

cl Ua Del V  and  WQ = clV ~ UaeiiUa.  It follows that WQ   and each  Wa pos-

sess property !P.  Thus \WA uiWa: a £ fi! is a locally finite and, hence, an

H-closure-preserving closed covering of cl V, every element of which posses-

ses the property f.  It follows that  cl V possesses f.  Hence, X possesses

f  in view of Theorem 3.1.

3.4 Corollary.    Let X  be a regular space and 0  a a-SH-closure-preser-

ving open covering of X such that each  V £ 0 possesses the property f.

Then X possesses f   if frontier V  is compact for each  V £ 0.

3.5 Corollary.  Let X  be a regular space and 0 a a-locally finite open

covering of X such that each  V £ 0 possesses the property f.   Then X

possesses  f  if frontier V  zs compact for each  V e 0.

An open subset V  of a space X  is said to be an elementary set if V =

M00 ,V.   where each  V.   is open and  clV.CV  for each  i.^7=1      7 7 r 7

3.6 Theorem.   // ll   is a a-H-closure preserving elementary covering of X

such that each  U e ll  possesses the property f, then X possesses f.

Proof.   Let ll = U°° ,ll-  where each  ll. = \J\U  ■  a e fi. 1  is H-closure-
"t=I    7 i a. i

preserving.  For each  a £ fi., Ua= U°l,^<xy where each   Ua .  is an open

set whose closure is contained in  U„.  Let 0. . = \U„  . :  a £ fi. 1.  Since   ll.a i,i a,i i i

is H-closure-preserving, it follows that 0. .  is SH-closure-preserving.  If

U = U~iLJ°liO.  ■, then 0  is a cr-SH-closure-preserving open covering of X

such that the closure of each member of 0 possesses the property f. Hence

X possesses f  in view of Theorem 3.1.

3.7 Corollary.   // U  be a a-locally finite elementary covering of X such

that each  U £  U  possesses the property f, then X possesses f.

3.8 Remark.   It has been pointed out in Remarks 2.2 and 2.4 that the

CPST holds for a large number of properties.  We list below those properties

out of these which are at least closed hereditary, so that Theorems 3.1, 3.3

and 3.6 and Corollary 3.4 are applicable to all these properties: Normality,

perfect normality, collectionwise normality, complete normality, paracompact-

ness + Hausdorff property, pointwise paracompactness, subparacompactness,

m-subparacompactness, stratifiability, semistratifiability, the properties of

being a normal  T. a-space, a f -space, a chain net space, a c-space, a k-

space, a Frechet space, and a sequential space.

In view of Theorem 2.3, we have the following corollaries to Theorems 3.1,

3.3 and 3.6 for any property f  for which the CPST holds:
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3.9 Corollary. // 0 is a o-SH-closure-preserving open covering of a

space X such that cl V possesses the property 9 hereditarily for each

V £ 0, then X possesses 9-hereditarily.

3.10 Corollary.   // X  is regular and 0  is a o-SH-closure-preserving

open covering of X such that each  V e 0 possesses the property  9  here-

ditarily and frontier V  is a-paracompact (or compact) for each V £ i), then

X possesses the property 9  hereditarily.

3.11 Corollary.  7/0  be a o-H-closure-preserving elementary covering

of X such that each  V £ 0 possesses the property 9  hereditarily, then  X

possesses the property 9  hereditarily.

Corollaries 3.7, 3.10 and 3.11 are applicable to all properties J  in Remark 2.2.

The authors are grateful to the referee for his valuable suggestions.
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